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NEW! URCD272 THE ORIGINAL CRANE RIVER JAZZ BAND with KEN COLYER: Reunited
1 CD £12.99
The Crane River Jazz Band is one of the most revered jazz bands of the 20th Century. There is so little material of this
amazing band so Upbeat is delighted to issue this. In 1949 they took the UK by storm appearing on BBC TV and Studio
51 in Leicester Square and in 1951 played at the newly opened Royal Festival Hall. In 1972 the Cranes re-formed and
their first London appearance was at the 100 Club in Oxford Street where this CD was recorded. The result was sheer
joyousness and almost relaxed telepathic teamwork. All the players are world renowned in their own right. Ken Colyer
trumpet/cornet/vocal, Sonny Morris trumpet/vocal, Monty Sunshine clarinet, Pat Hawes piano, John R T Davies
trombone/alto sax, Ben Marshall piano, Julian Davies string bass, Colin Bowden drums.

NEW! URCD273
1 CD £12.99

JACK TEAGARDEN / EARL HINES – All Stars In Concert Volume 2

Volume 2 of this fabulous 1957 Manchester concert by a specially assembled group starring two icons of Jazz. The concert
was presented by The National Jazz Federation, and with the obvious exception of Max Kaminsky, every musician had
previously been a member of Louis Armstrong’s All Stars. The promoters thought they would appeal to the British public in
the same way Satchmo himself had on his first post-war visit the previous year – and judging by the rapturous audience
agreed! Volume 1 (URCD258) has quickly sold out its first pressing and joined our all-time fastest sellers!

NEW! JIMMY DORSEY’S DORSEYLAND JAZZ BAND - Live in the USA 1950
£12.99 each JCCD3035 Volume 1
JCCD3128 Volume 2
In the early 1930s, Jimmy Dorsey was the star of the Great Ted Lewis Band. He and his brother
Tommy then went on to greatness in the Swing Era, both leading successful big bands. Both bands
had smaller 'Dixieland' bands within the big bands – and Jimmy’s Dorseyland Jazz Band was one of
the hottest dixieland jazz bands ever! The tracks on this CD are from New York City Airshots
recorded live at the Hotel Statler in 1950.
.

THEY’RE BACK! JCCD3004 A Jazz Gumbo Volume 1 £12.99
JCCD3005 A Jazz Gumbo Volume 2 £12.99
Gumbo is a traditional New Orleans soup containing many individual ingredients which mix into a
spicy, well-seasoned and vigorous whole, and this is musically what we have here. The recordings
were made during the 1993 French Quarter Jazz Festival and Bill has taken 18 local and visiting
musicians in various combinations to produce a blend of authentic New Orleans jazz. Artists include
Milton Batiste, Tuba Fats, Sammy Rimington, Colin Bray, Emil Mark and Sadie Goodson-Cola.

LACD158 The Great Revival Volume 5 Traditional Jazz 1949-1957

1 CD £12.99

The final volume in this popular series features Kenny Ball & his Jazzmen, Mr Acker Bilk & his Paramount Jazz Band, Terry
Lightfoot and his Jazzmen, Chris Barber’s New Orleans Jazz Band and George Melly.
19 terrific tracks in total.

NEW! New Orleans Jazz & Gospel – The Larry Borenstein Collection Volume 16
1 CD £12.99
This is the final release from Larry Borenstein's Collection - Volume 16. The CD features a generous 22 tracks by artists
such as Kid Thomas Valentine and His Dixieland Band, Mother Mary Margaret Parker, Sister Donna Alexander and Sister
Adele Williams. All recorded by Borenstein at his Associated Artists Studio in New Orleans between 1958 and 1961. Total
playing time for the CD is a generous 71 minutes and 25 seconds.

SPECIAL OFFER! JCCD7007 Colyer in Stockholm Volumes 1 & 2
2 CDs £22.00
These were to be Ken’s Last recordings with The Classic Jazz Band recorded live in concert in
Stockholm in June 1986. The recordings were made at Ken’s request as a souvenir of a great
summer’s music making, and stand as a fitting tribute to an icon of jazz. Both are perennial popular
favourites! Available singly as JCCD3007 and JCCD3103 priced at £12.99 each.
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NEW! FADCD2061 The TOMMY LADNIER Collection 1923-1939 2 CDs £14.99
Tommy Ladnier was a trumpeter and cornetist who was active in the early years of jazz and recorded prolifically during
the 1920s and early ‘30s making some very important recordings with the likes of Sidney Bechet, Fletcher Henderson,
Ma Rainey and Mezz Mezzrow in the late ‘30s before his sudden and tragically early death in 1939 at the age of
39. Regarded as an exciting and powerful soloist as well as an excellent ensemble player, in some ways he provided a
stylistic bridge between King Oliver and Louis Armstrong. This great value 48-track 2-CD set draws from the 180 or
more sides he recorded during his career, selecting material which provides a showcase for his often overlooked and
under-estimated talent in the context of some of the best jazz of his time.

NEW! RTR4296 THE ORIGINAL DIXIELAND JAZZ BAND – Tiger Rag Their 25 Finest
1917-1923 1 CD £12.99
The Original Dixieland Jazz Band was the first band to wax the sound of jazz, thereby providing a blueprint which others
sought to emulate. Although all of the recordings on this centenary tribute were cut in the acoustic era, the technology
involved was sufficiently advanced to capture their sound, both individually and collectively. Moreover, many of the
numbers which they chose to record, some of which they’d composed themselves, became jazz standards. The band
had a considerable influence, not only in America, but also in England, which they visited in 1919 &1920. Taken as a
whole this compilation projects a vivid account of the raw energy that captured listeners a century ago. The liner note
comprises a detailed discography and a historical and musical appreciation by trumpeter Digby Fairweather.

BY POPULAR DEMAND!

JCCD3022 THE CHRIS BLOUNT NEW ORLEANS JAZZ BAND

Chris! 1 CD £12.99
Chris Blount began his career in the 1950s, but this current recording dates from 1996. All the players on this disc are
fine in their own right, but as an ensemble they are exceptional, and the effect is wonderful. Derek WInters' strong, solid
bedrock trumpet lead gives the band punch and drive. He is a marvellous player - but Chris Blount is what this CD is all
about! In the style of George Lewis, he is a real New Orleans style master. Chris has taken this band across Europe
and is a particular favourite in Sweden. Although he has never been to New Orleans, New Orleans has been to him for a
very long time! Full personnel are Chris Blount clarinet, Derek Winters trumpet, Ron Radford trombone, Barry
Grummett piano, Tony Peatman banjo, Harry Slater string bass and Steve Upton drums.

JCCD3100 THE CHURCH ALLEY IRREGULARS Volume 2 - Reprise!
featuring Brian Carrick & Norman Thatcher
1 CD £12.99
Following on the success of their first recording, both sessions on this CD were recorded in February 2004. They
have been arranged to present a sort of club-style evening of jazz with the bigger of the two groups doing two short
sets divided by an 'intermission' set by the quartet. The 'Irregulars' feature Norman Thatcher trumpet, Geoff Cole
trombone, Brian Carrick and Tony Pyke reeds, Malcolm Hogarth piano, Malcolm Hurrell banjo, Annie Hawkins
string bass and Dion Cochrane drums. The intermission set features The Brian Carrick Heritage Jazz Quartet where
Brian is joined by Malcolm Hurrell, Bill Cole and Malc Murphy. Volume 1 is on JCCD3098 at £12.99.

SPECIAL OFFER! JCCD7010 Buy both volumes of the ‘Irregulars’ together for £22
JCCD3049 PAUL BARBARIN’S ONWARD BRASS BAND In Concert 1968

1 CD £12.99

The Onward Brass Band name has an historic place in New Orleans musical history, dating back to the very origins of
jazz. When the band marched triumphantly back from the Spanish/American war in 1899 it featured Isadore Barbarin.
The current edition featured Paul Barbarin. This is a good time band playing songs familiar to all fans of traditional jazz
and even Dixieland. It even had a banjo! The band sent its fans into fits of ecstasy at this concert for the Connecticut
Traditional Jazz Club in July 1968. Personnel were Paul Barbarin with Ernest Cagnolatti, Alvin Alcorn. Wendell Eugene,
Clement Tervalon, Louis Cottrell, Danny Barker, Freddie Kohlman and Jerry Green. Not to be missed!

JCCD3120 LOUIS ARMSTRONG & HIS ALL STARS – A Vancouver Concert 1951
1 CD £12.99
This live concert was recorded in Vancouver in January 1951 - it was a sell-out show and the audience loved every
second. This is one of the rarest of the all-star bands because it features drummer Cozy Cole who only played with the
band for a couple of years. The full band line up is astonishing - Louis is joined by Jack Teagarden, Barney Bigard,
Earl Hines, Arvell Shaw, Cozy Cole and Velma Middleton - so sit back and enjoy! 17 terrific tracks lasting 70 minutes.

SPECIAL OFFER! JCCD7011 JOHNNY PARKER Double offer for £22
Two popular releases from Jazz Crusade at a special price. Both CDs also available separately
at £12.99 each.
JCCD3029 features Johnny at The 100 Club in 1984, together with Ken Colyer, Graham
Stewart, Alan Cooper, Jim Bray & Dave Evans – plus guests Diz Disley & Wally Fawkes.
JCCD3010 This session from the Bull at Barnes features Johnny with Brian Carrick, plus Geoff
Cole, Dave Copperwaite, Sarah Spencer, Eric Webster, Terry Knight & Taff Lloyd
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